


Award & Feature Winning 
Concrete Contractor

Follow us on social for updates



Why choose Spence 
Canadian Concrete?

• 10-year warranty you can bank on

• 25% stronger concrete then 
competitors 

• 2.5 Times stronger tensile strength 
rebar then steel

• Wide variety of finishes and colours

• Microfibers to prevent cracks from 
ever starting

• Commercial grade sealer and anti 
slip grit on all residential projects

• 98% compaction rating with our 
greater then road base granular

• Specialized equipment for each 
project

• We really care about our product 
and craftmanship 

Trucks and Machines



Coloured Concrete Services

Visit Our Website



Meet Our Team

SPENCER LUPTON

CLIFF CHOW MAREK KAMINSKI

SENIOR SALES & 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER

RYAN LUPTON

EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS

DANIEL KAMINSKI ASHLEY LUPTON 

At Spence Canadian Concrete, We Stand as proud representative of Canadian 
excellence in concrete craftsmanship.

Our Mission is to elevate the standards of construction through unwavering 
dedication to quality, innovation, and customer satisfaction.

Rooted in rich tradition of Canadian work ethis, we bring a blend of precision and 
passion to every project.

We are committed to delivering concrete solutions that not only meet but exceed 
the expectations of our clients.

Our skilled team of professional embraces the values of integrity, reliability and a 
genuine pride in our Canadian heritage.

STRUCTURAL AND 
ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTANT

PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT OFFICE ADMINISTATOR



GRAND ENTRANCE
WALKWAYS 

Visit Our Website



Stamped Concrete Patios

Pergolas

Gas and Wood Fire Pits



Driveways and gardens



Get Inspired by this 
Zen Garden



Elevated dinning 

Stone Work

Simple Structures



Timber Design Structures 

Outdoor Dinning

Fireplace

Water Features

Covered Dining

Metal Roofs



Outdoor kitchens

Hanging Lights

Outdoor Kitchens

Modern Design

Wood Fires



Cold Plunge

Pools

Sauna

Mini Nordic

Muscle recovery and 
decrease soreness

Reduce fatigue 

Improve heart health 
and wellness

Flush toxins and 
refresh brain



Strucual Slabs and
Concrete Foundations 

Steel Structures

Concrete Foundations



ICI and Civil 
Construction  

Structural steel 
and masonry

Demo and excavation



Our Concrete 
Building System

Equipment to fit any yard  or any situation
Our RCM is road base approved for 98% compaction

Supply 4-12” compacted gravel based on
concrete thickness

Tamped in multiple lifts to achieve compaction

Our skilled carpenters can form Foundations,
Steps, Curves or any custom design

Vinyl rebar is proven to have more than 2.5 times 
the tensile strength of traditional steel

Noncorrosive against moisture and salt

4) Steel trowel
5) Release powder and stamp

Wash and buff concrete
Apply commercial grade sealer

Apply commercial grade anti slip

1) Place concrete
2)Aluminum Screed
3) Magnesium float

Relief cuts
Stripping forms 
Backfill
Commercial grass seed
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Our Concrete 
Building Envelope 

35 Mpa Concrete 
5-7% air 

Polymono Micro 
fibers

Fiber Glass Rebar
2.5x Strength

Compact and 
insulated base

Stronger concrete prevents 
long term damage

Micro fibers help prevent 
surface cracking

Rebar holds concrete structurally 
together and prevents major 
separation 

Solid base keeps concrete 
from settling or heavying



Finishing Selections 

Stamped Concrete

Coloured

Two Tone Release

4-8" Boarder

Decorative Cutting

Room finished

Coloured Concrete

4-8" Boarder

Decorative Cutting 



Stamp Selection



COLOURS OF DISTINCTION

Sandstone Sequoia Sand Pebble Mesquite

Canyon Santa Fe Outback Silversmoke

SUBTLE

STANDARD

Omaha Tan San Diego Buff Southern Blush

Sunset Rose Sangria Cobblestone

Rustic Brow



COLOURS OF DISTINCTION

Palomino Yosemite Brown Harvest Gold

PREMIUM

Mesa Buff

Salmon Tile Red Cocoa Light Gray

Spanish Gold Terra Cotta Flagstone Brown Brick Red

SUPREME

PROJECT NOTES



See Our Reviews!

First and foremost, their communication was 
top-notch. Right from the initial inquiry to the 
completion of the project, the team at Spence 
Canadian Concrete kept me well-informed at 
every stage. They were prompt in responding 
to my queries, providing clear explanations, 
and ensuring that I was comfortable with the 
entire process.

I wholeheartedly recommend Spence 
Canadian Concrete to anyone in need of 
concrete services. They are a five-star 
company in every aspect – from 
communication to craftsmanship. I wouldn't 
hesitate to work with them again in the future 
and am confident in recommending them to 
others seeking top-notch concrete services.

AARON WISEMEN
Exceptional Concrete Services
A Five-Star Experience.

Spence Canadian Concrete deserves a solid 
five stars for their exceptional service, espe-
cially in transforming my driveway. From the 
beginning, their communication was impres-
sive, keeping me informed throughout the 
project. The quality of their concrete work 
surpassed expectations, showcasing a level of 
precision and craftsmanship that sets them 
apart. The team was not only skilled but also 
courteous, leaving my property spotless. I 
highly recommend Spence Canadian 
Concrete for driveway projects and any 
concrete needs – a hassle-free experience 
and excellent results!

ERIC CLARKE
Outstanding Driveway
Transformation

Spence Canadian Concrete delivered 
exceptional service in creating my outdoor 
kitchen. Their communication was impressive, 
keeping me well-informed throughout the 
project. The quality of their concrete work 
exceeded expectations, showcasing precision 
and craftsmanship. The team was not only 
skilled but also courteous, leaving my outdoor 
space immaculate. I highly recommend 
Spence Canadian Concrete for outdoor 
kitchen projects and any concrete needs – a 
hassle-free experience with outstanding 
results!

ADAM BAKER
Exceptional Outdoor 
Kitchen Craftsmanship!

Spence Canadian Concrete showcased 
perfection in crafting my backyard patio. Their 
communication was impeccable, keeping me 
informed every step of the way. The quality of 
their concrete work surpassed expectations, 
revealing precision and craftsmanship. The 
team, both skilled and courteous. I highly 
recommend Spence Canadian Concrete for 
backyard patio projects and any concrete 
needs – a seamless experience with remark-
able results!

SAMATHA COOK
Title: Perfection in Backyard 
Patio Craftsmanship!



See Our Reviews!

As a delighted customer of Spence Canadian 
Concrete, I felt compelled to share my 
experience with their outstanding service in 
transforming my poolside area. From the 
beginning, their communication was 
impeccable, ensuring I was well-informed 
throughout the project. The quality of their 
concrete work went beyond my expectations, 
showcasing precision and craftsmanship that 
resulted in sheer perfection. The team, a blend 
of skill and courtesy, left the entire area 
immaculate. I highly recommend Spence 
Canadian Concrete for poolside projects and 
any concrete needs – an effortless experience 
with remarkable results!

MASAO YAMADA
Title: Exceptional Poolside
Transformation!

I'm thrilled to share my experience with Spence 
Canadian Concrete, having recently entrusted 
them with the renovation of my front porch. 
Their communication was stellar, keeping me 
in the loop at every stage of the project. The 
concrete work they delivered was nothing 
short of perfection, highlighting precision and 
impeccable craftsmanship. The team, both 
skilled and considerate, left the entire area 
looking flawless. For front porch renovations 
and any concrete needs, I wholeheartedly 
recommend Spence Canadian Concrete – a 
seamless experience with extraordinary 
results!

WILLIAM GLASS
Title: Unmatched Craftsmanship 
for Front Porch Renovation!



Visit Our Website


